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"Advanced Wordpress Video Series - 10 Videos With Master Resale Rights!!" That Will Help Drive Traffic,

Make You More Money and Have a Better Looking Site. And of course help you make a lot more money

As a trainer of wordpress we hear comments like this everyday * How do I change the link colors? * I

want to put a different graphic in my header! * How can I play with the CSS code without a huge learning

curve? * Can I post to my blog from my desktop? * How can I set up Wordpress as a CMS site? Well now

all these and more are answered on 10 short 10 minute videos covering most of the different aspects that

are usually answered with lots of technical jargon. Watch over the shoulder of a professional Wordpress

Blogger as he shows you exactly how to do some of the more advanced techniques. No technical jargon,

no hype just good old how to training videos. Contents and video tutorials

=========================== Video 1: Changing a header graphic Sample Video 2: Inserting code

and scripts Video 3: Content Management CMS Video 4: Auto Blogging and Content Video 5: Graphics

and logins Video 6: Desktop Blogging Video 7: RSS uses and stats Video 8: 404 pages ustomize your

error pages Video 9: Widgets Video 10: Playing with CSS Style Sheets P.S: Full Master Resale Rights

included. P.S.S: Check all my other Products by Clicking (Contact Seller: pecno1) ABOVE. Or type in

your browser pecno1.tradebit.com Tags: wordpress, master resale rights, wordpress master resale rights,

private label rights, wordpress admin, wordpress advanced, wordpress blogging, wordpress classes,

wordpress cms, wordpress course, wordpress courses, wordpress help, wordpress how to, wordpress

lessons, wordpress online, wordpress training, wordpress tutorial, wordpress tutorials, wordpress video,

wordpress video tutorials, ebook resale rights, full resale rights, master resale rights ebooks, master resell

rights, resale rights, resell rights, plr
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